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Is this car the new Interceptor? 

No, this is an officially licenced new model, and not a new Interceptor 

It has been styled in a ‘retro’ vein as a bridge between the last Interceptor and the new model that is 
planned for the future. 
 

Why have you chosen this method of construction for the new car? 

With the GT being a true, low-volume, hand-built car, its design and construction reflects that. The 

use of a space-frame chassis integrated with a Composites structure; moulded and hand formed 

panels applied to a modern take on the traditional Superleggera body building technique, blended 

with selected carry over parts, allows us to produce a unique yet extremely accomplished vehicle in 

the true spirit of the Jensen marque. 

 

How many Jensen GT s do you expect to be built? 

Realistically, that will depend on demand but we’re expecting this to be an extremely limited edition 

that will appeal to those who for example may own an Interceptor R, Eagle E type or similar rare and 

specialist vehicles. 

 

How much do you expect this new car to cost? 

The final price will vary depending on the client’s exact specification, as these are vehicles built to 

order. However, we expect that the GT to be in the region of £350,000 

 

Have you already taken any orders for this continuation Jensen? 

Jensen supporters have been hoping for a new model for many years and we have many expressions 

of interest and undertakings to buy such a vehicle. We hope it meets their expectations and firm 

orders will follow. 

 

When will the first car be ready? 

We are well advanced with body styling and are at the A surface model stage as the images show. A 

prototype is under construction, but given the hand-built nature of these vehicles this is a lengthy 

process so early 2016 would be realistic for a first sight. 

 

 



 

What will the new car be like to drive? 

The new car will offer something a little more hard edged than, say, the original Interceptor, which 

was more saloon than sportscar; the GT will be the opposite with an impressive performance yet a 

degree of refinement well above the average muscle car. The retro element will be more prevalent 

in the styling & finish than the vehicle dynamics.  

 

Will there be an opportunity to road test the new Jensen? 

Yes, as soon as we have a vehicle ready for evaluation we will offer journalists the opportunity to 

drive the vehicle. 

 

What options will be available on the new car? 

There will be limited options to select engine tune & gearbox, but the hand-built nature of the GT, 

like many Jensens before it, enables bespoke features to be accommodated in each individual build. 

 

How are you involved with other companies who restore Jensen Interceptors? 

We are not part of or affiliated with any company restoring old Interceptors, and manage our 

modernisation projects in house. We do have relationships with leading suppliers, and take 

advantage of the motorsports and performance specialists around our location in Banbury 

Oxfordshire. 

Our relationship with the wider Jensen community, including leading figures like Martin Robey, will 

be helpful when seeking the skills and expertise necessary for high quality hand made parts. 

Neither JIA or companies in the Jensen Group are in any way connected or affiliated with the former 
Jensen Car Co. Ltd or associated businesses owned since 1993 by Martin Robey 
 
Ends 
 
Contacts 
 
For Jensen GT sales enquiries, please contact Jensen International Automotive: 
Durran Heslop – 0845 519 5265 or info@jensen-sales.com 
 
For Jensen Group press information, please contact Torque: 
Matt Sanger  – 020 7952 1079 or msanger@torqueagencygroup.com 
Adam Forshaw  – 020 7952 1082 or aforshaw@torqueagencygroup.com  
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